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LAZAR
Choreographer: Thea Bautista
Rehearsal Director: Logan Pedon 
Music: City Dragon, Alva Noto & Byetone, Monolake 
Text & Voice: Olivier Benyahya
Dancers: Gildas Lemmonier & Thea Bautista

Lazar is a duet choreographed by Thea Bautista based on an extract from a novel written by the
French author Olivier Benyahya. While the music was composed using the text, the movement is
inspired by the words and plays with the musicality and the rhythm the text creates. The novel
becomes a visual and sound experience in which words translate into movements.

The work was partly created in 2017 and 2019 during two residencies in Oaxaca and was
composed of dance and literature. Thanks to the support of the cultural center “Antigua Estación
del Ferrocarril” in Oaxaca, Mexico, the piece turned into a 40 min piece that was premiered in
Oaxaca on the 17th of March 2019.

Choreographer: Ariel Grossman
Original Composition: Stefania de Kenessey
Dancers: Asia Bonilla, Caitlyn Casson, Casie O'Kane, and Hana Ginsburg Tirosh 

Collaborating with composer Stefania de Kenessey to create an original score inspired by the
drive and tradition of Klezmer music, Unorthodox juxtaposes the raw realness with the polite
versions of ourselves we often portray to the world. What happens when you unzip the dress to
breathe? The title is inspired by the book of the same name (recently adapted into a Netflix
Series), about a woman who leaves a strict Hassidic sect.

Unorthodox

Choreographer: Ariel Grossman, in collaboration with the dancers
Original Composition: Summer Dregs
Costumes: Carmen Maria Martinez
Dancers: Amy Ashley, Asia Bonilla, Caitlyn Casson, Abriona Cherry, Kristin Licata, Casie O'Kane,
and Hana Ginsburg Tirosh 

"What You Want" is made possible by a commissioning grant from the O'Donnell-Green Music
and Dance Foundation.

"What You Want" is a story of personal revolution and self-discovery. Through a female lens, the
new work, continued from last Spring’s first iteration by the same title, answers questions around
identity, agency, limitations, and the importance of finding truth amongst the noise of the world
around us. It is a universal story told through an intimate expression of personal struggle, victory,
and acceptance. 

What You Want

*Streaming everywhere courtesy of Mystery Circles.
SummerDregs.com/whatyouwant



Althea Dance Company is a contemporary dance company created in New York
by Théa Bautista in 2018 and established in France in the Val-de-Marne since
2020. Althea Dance’s work is a blend of contemporary flow and seamless
movement, yet very physical, which mixes floor work with the lines and
extensions of the dancers. ADC focuses on international collaboration with artists
from different fields, such as writers, musicians, painters or visuals artists

altheadance.com
Althea Dance Company
altheadancecompany

Ariel Rivka Dance is an all-female contemporary dance company based in New
Jersey/New York, led by Artistic Director Ariel Grossman. ARD’s mission is to
champion female creatives through original choreography, commissioned
music, and educational programming. ARD is committed to creating work that
explores emotionally driven movement with technique and structure. Through
collaboration, we produce shows that incorporate various styles of dance and
newly commissioned music from living composers, exposing our audiences to
quality artistry in an inviting way Through movement, ARD creates a community
of vulnerability and acceptance, providing opportunities for hope and connection

arielrivkadance.com
Ariel Rivka Dance
arielrivkadance


